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These sixteen essays originated in an international conference held in Rennes in 2010. Unlike many other 

collections stemming from conference papers, this one is well focused. It explores the nature of authority 

in early modern French cities and, by implication, the role of the bourgeoisie. Each essay is followed by 

comments from other participants, sharpening the discussion. Historians have traditionally focused on 

royal institutions as the primary movers, to the extent of neglecting the towns. Urban populations are 

usually presented as fitting into one or two familiar conceptualizations. Some historians attempt to find an 

urban constitution in the constantly changing rules and procedures imposed by, or upon, the local 

magistrates. They emphasize ancient customs, council meetings and elections. Others evaluate the local 

economy against the backdrop of the rise of capitalism and the emergence of a bourgeoisie. But the 

constitutional approach cannot deal with the influence of other power centers, both within and outside the 

city walls. And the economic approach fails to take account of the impact of venality of office on the many 

urban individuals whose values and callings did not tie them directly to business activities.

The present authors seek to view the municipality as a site in which power relations involving many 

participants and many cultural factors and beliefs came into play. As Guy Saupin notes in his lengthy 

review of the state of the field, it is a question of pursuing »the social history of the nature of political 

power« (18). Each author offers a detailed analysis of a particular category of urban activity or influence, 

shining new light on the varied nature of the non-capitalist bourgeoisie. Robert Descimon offers a brilliant 

unraveling of the evolution of the distinctive forms of venality enjoyed by the dynasties of »elective« 

officers of the city of Paris, and Laurence Croq documents the growing gulf between the traditional 

Parisian elites and the aristocrats of new wealth and royal connections. James Collins fills out this picture 

by describing the vast European explosion of wealth, luxury, and consumerism after the 1760s, which 

challenged the status quo in towns and brought forth new middle class demands.

Several authors consider the assertion of municipal authority in various contexts: (Elizabeth Tingle on 

Nantes and Philippe Hamon on Rennes during the religious wars, and Agathe Leyssens on Dunkerque in 

the eighteenth century). Michael Breen discusses the symbolic content of two ceremonial entrances into 

Dijon in 1648 and 1656 as expressions of factional rivalries. Stephane Durand examines the connection 

between the social distribution of a community’s local tax base and the community’s willingness to invest 

in the modernizing of the Mediterranean port facilities.
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Thierry Dutour explores late medieval texts in search of early conceptions of community, and Laurent 

Coste notes that the discourse concerning »candidature« and »election« was very different from what we 

would expect today. Two authors examine moments of urban conflict. Caroline Fargeix covers a 

fascinating rebellion by artisans in Lyon in 1515 against corruption in the consulate: how it was handled, 

and how its memory was subsequently suppressed. Gauthier Aubert examines the better known papier 

timbré uprising in Rennes in 1675. This was an occasion for watching all the government forces, including 

the king and the governor. Surprisingly, he finds the royal punishment of the city less severe than might 

have been expected. And finally, who would have guessed, as Georges Provost reports that the 

municipality of Rennes would have fought, tooth and nail, to keep religious orders from establishing new 

foundations in the city during the »saintly« seventeenth century! Jean-Marie Le Gall provides an excellent 

summing-up and conclusion.
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